
NEXCOM Names Honiball CMMO
• VIRGINIA BEACH

The Navy Exchange Service
Command (NEXCOM) 

named Rich Honiball as its chief 
merchandising and marketing 
officer (CMMO), effective June 
29. Also, in line with this per-
sonnel move, Gary King, who
had been acting CMMO since
March, during the search for a
replacement for former NEX-
COM CMMO Tess Paquette, 
returned to his role as senior
vice president (SVP), NEXCOM Store Operations-
CONUS.

Honiball brings more than 25 years of industry 
experience to NEXCOM. Coming most recently 
from PDB Advisory Group, where he worked with 

companies in apparel, health care and technology, 
the executive has experience in creative marketing, 
consumer loyalty and engagement, and product and 
brand leadership.

“We are looking forward to having Mr. Honiball 
join our team,” said Rear Adm. Robert J. Bianchi, 
SC, USN (Ret.), NEXCOM’s chief executive officer 
(CEO). “His overall background in merchandising, 
and specifically his e-Commerce experience, will 
be a huge benefit to our mission of taking care of 
our Sailors.”

“I am thrilled to have been invited to join the team 
at NEXCOM,” said Honiball. “From the beginning, 
my goal was to be part of an organization with a strong 
reputation, vision, and purpose, and this is truly an 
amazing opportunity. I look forward to continuing to 
provide the best experience possible for those who 
are serving and have served our country.”

Prior to PDB Advisory Group, Honiball served as 
the SVP of Marketing, Licensing and e-Commerce 
for Haggar Clothing Company, Dallas, Texas. He also 
served as VP of Private Brands at JC Penney and has 
held previous senior roles at Brooks Brothers and 
Jos. A. Bank Clothiers during his career. 

“NEXCOM serves some of the world’s most im-
portant customers,” said Honiball. “This is an exciting 
time for the organization as it looks to the future and 
how to best meet the changing needs of its custom-
ers. I’m eager to bring my retail expertise to help 
drive that evolution and ensure NEXCOM delivers 
the level of service, messaging, and product quality 
and value expected by our global customers.”

Honiball is the content chair for The CMO Club, 
a community of senior marketing executives oriented 
toward finding solutions to today’s retail merchandis-
ing and merchandising leadership challenges.

Honiball
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BCG Review Proposes Variable Pricing, Fewer SKUs, Private Label in NAF Commissaries; 
Downplays Risk to Benefit, Patron Impact

By PHIL GRAY, Managing Editor

• BETHESDA, Md.

As expected, the third-party review of the de-
fense commissary system mandated by the 

2015 National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA), 
assigned to the Boston Consulting Group (BCG) by 
the Department of Defense (DoD), touches upon all 
four of the systemic topics specified by the legislation: 
variable pricing, private label products, converting the 
commissary system to a nonappropriated fund instru-
mentality (NAFI) and reducing second-destination 
transportation (SDT) funding.

It also includes an item that was not 
mentioned in the Act, Public Law 113–291 
— an assessment of consolidating “all 
or some” military resale operations “to 
improve efficiency.” In tasking BCG with 
the review, the Pentagon’s statement of 
work added the topic of consolidation, a 
concept that in recent months has seemed 
to be favored by many in DoD.

How carefully and thoroughly the 
review will consider the patron impact 
and effects of changes to the system, also 
required by the law, remains to be seen. 

What action will be taken when the re-
port reaches Congress is unclear. Changes 
regarding any of the topics covered by 
the review require legislation to modify 
or replace existing laws. Under normal 
procedures, such legislation would be 
thoroughly discussed and analyzed before 
Congress, with the opportunity for testi-
mony by industry and resale leadership 
and stakeholders.

The final report is due on Capitol Hill 
by Sept. 1, but a draft of the report’s ex-
ecutive summary was widely circulating 
in resale circles by mid June.

The draft summary includes a slate of 
possible reform scenarios for the Defense 
Commissary Agency (DeCA), military exchanges, and 
a brief treatment of the potential effects of some of 
the proposals on various cadres of military personnel, 
their dependents, and morale, welfare and recreation 
(MWR) programs.

Though the summary did note that it was “a work 
in progress” and “subject to change before final sub-
mission,” it seemed unlikely that the thrust of its 
final recommendations would differ from the draft 
in any major respect.

Focusing almost exclusively on the commercial 
aspects of military resale, rather than the benefit, 
BCG’s proposals mentioned in the draft summary 
include some degree of resale consolidation and the 
replacement of at-cost commissary pricing with a 
for-profit model mostly paid for by price increases. 
They could also thrust a consolidated $19-billion 
military resale organization into direct competition 
with main street and corporate retailers alike, if the 
report’s suggested shift to “competitive” commis-
saries is adopted.

Although the summary did not venture into great 
detail, generally utilizing anecdotal statements of belief 

in lieu of data, it nevertheless suggested a series of 
benefit- and business-model-altering reforms for the 
military resale system. It also briefly acknowledged 
some risk levels and potential unknown consequences, 
should its recommendations eventually be adopted. 

BCG PROPOSALS
Among the most far-reaching reforms outlined by 

BCG is a future vision for military resale enterprise 
based on an eventual four-way consolidation, in “some 
degree,” of exchange and commissary organizations 
under a single resale leader; backroom function con-

solidations between exchanges and commissaries; and 
a consolidated resale governing board that resembles 
the Executive Resale Board already required by law.

The summary draft also suggested a number of 
controversial or previously rejected proposals — some 
of which it characterized as “win-win opportunities” 
— such as implementing variable pricing, introduc-
ing private-label products, reducing the assortment 
of national brands and converting DeCA to a non-
appropriated fund (NAF) entity. Other suggestions 
included “improve merchandising,” “build deeper 
relationships and improve terms with manufactur-
ers,” “simplify shelf space to make shopping and 
management of inventory easier,” and “locally source 
quick-win categories” to reduce SDT funding.

COMMERCIAL PERSPECTIVE
The commercial thrust of the summary generally 

mirrors for-profit and partially self-sustaining concepts 
that were contained in a January 2015 pre-decisional 
budgetary cost-cutting package DeCA presented to 
DoD, and which have long been sought by sequester-
strapped service leadership and budgeters. In a memo 

at that time, DeCA told DoD, “the new commissary 
system’s focus must be business-like (as opposed to 
benefit-related), requiring greater agility in decision 
making.”

The executive summary also pivots on DeCA’s 
competitive position vis-à-vis the private sector — 
against which commissaries have never been intended 
to “compete,” per se. Along these lines, the BCG draft 
asserts that the at-cost grocery benefit model “signifi-
cantly constrains DeCA in several ways,” including 
preventing DeCA from having a “clear pricing strategy 
to compete with private sector grocers.” 

The draft summary also posits that the cost-plus 
surcharge model dampens incentive for DeCA to 
lower its product cost and incurs “in practical terms,” 
a net loss on each transaction.

Further, it surmised that patrons might only be 
experiencing savings of 15-20 percent “when com-
pared to the lowest priced nearby competitor” rather 
than the 30 percent determined by annual market 
basket surveys.

Variability in savings by geographic location, 
category, and supply chain costs are relatively well-
understood factors in the resale business model. De-
CA’s January 2015 memo to DoD partially explained 
this, saying that, “Because profit margins and price 
elasticity in the retail grocery sector are complex 
calculations, price changes to maintain competitive-
ness, involve much more than simply increasing the 
price of all products by a stated percentage. Instead, 
higher margin items such as fresh meat and produce 
will have higher mark-ups, than the lower margin 
canned goods.”

BCG draft proposals include converting 
commissaries to NAF instrumentalities.

—Continued
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privatizing the commissary system in whole or in 
part, evaluating commissary use by patrons, pricing 
and transportation strategies, savings levels, operating 
costs and the use of private contractors, as well as 
on the extent to which patron savings would remain 
if the defense commissary system were privatized; 
and the impact of any recommended changes to the 
operation of the defense commissary system on com-
missary patrons, including morale and retention, as 
well as its impact on exchanges and MWR programs.

The Senate bill’s provision also calls for DoD, in 
the course of preparing the report on privatization, to 
consult previous resale studies and surveys, including 
but not limited to the 2015 Military Compensation and 
Retirement Modernization Commission (MCRMC) 
recommendations, DoD’s 2014 Military Family Life-
style Survey Comprehensive Report and 2013 Living 
Patterns Survey, and the final BCG report. Additionally, 
for one further perspective, the Comptroller General 
is to evaluate the DoD commissary privatization as-
sessment and provide a General Accountability Office 
(GAO) report, due not later than May 1, 2016.

At press time, a House-Senate conference com-
mittee was to meet to resolve differences between 
the separate House and Senate NDAA bills passed 
by the two houses and send a completed final ver-
sion to the White House.

RISKS ACKNOWLEDGED
Even as the draft summary focused primarily on 

reform suggestions, it did note that price increases 
— an unavoidable net effect of for-profit pricing 
— carried with them significant risk. “DeCA, DoD 
and Congress should also carefully consider addi-
tional opportunities which can generate value but 
would either involve risk to the patron benefit or 
raise public policy tradeoffs that need to be carefully 
evaluated,” the draft report pointed out. “The most 
significant of these is raising prices. When surveyed, 
patrons indicated they would likely move substantial 
business to private sector grocers if commissary 
prices rose even 5 percent,” a reduction in DeCA 
sales amounting to more than $1.6 billion at current 
levels. Additionally it said, “a price increase at DeCA 
would also have potential negative impacts on the 
exchanges in the form of reduced patron traffic at 
resale complexes.”

It went on to state the opinion, however, that 
a nominal price increase of 1-to-3 percent “could 
reduce APF by as much as $140 million annually 
and might be viable if tested carefully and rolled out 
in a thoughtful way. However, this will create risk 
in several ways which should be considered before 
making a change of this nature.”

With regard to resale consolidation, it admit-

ted that “running a grocery store is very different 
from running other retail formats. The categories are 
different … and the capabilities needed are differ-
ent … . Therefore, fully combining DeCA with the 
exchanges would introduce complexity that would 
likely exceed any value created. ”

In the document, BCG concluded, however, that 
exchanges and commissaries “should eventually 
combine some back office functions to generate 
cost savings.”

CONGRESSIONAL REVIEW
What the near-term impact of the proposals will 

be, when finally released, was unclear. The 2015 
NDAA merely required that a report be submitted to 
Congress; but as legislation is required before changes 
might occur, how Congress would address the issues 
raised, and whether it would thoroughly review the 
accompanying data and other related reports past or 
still to be completed, was not known at press time.

Although unclear, the path for consideration or 
even implementation of any report recommendations 
is subject to several ongoing caveats. The Senate-
passed version of the 2016 NDAA includes a provision 
crafted by Sens. Jim Inhofe (R-Okla.) and Barbara 
Mikulski (D-Md.) calling for a report from DoD 
no later than Feb. 1, 2016, assessing the viability of 
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• QUANTICO

Standardizing and optimizing workforce structure to 
payroll objectives; logistics transformation; and the 

onboarding of a headquarters (HQ) district staff to identify 
business and streamlining opportunities, “pain points” and 
solutions, while leveraging analytics and best practices, 
are all part of a series of initiatives currently under way at 
the Marine Corps Exchange (MCX), according to Teresa 
Peck, branch head, MCX Field Operations.

Against a backdrop of sales improvement goals and 
cost efficiencies, the MCX’s standing up of the new HQ 
district liaison structure, led by former Navy Exchange Service Command 
(NEXCOM) Chief Merchandising Officer Tess Paquette (see story page 6), 
is also expected to facilitate the implementation of these efforts. 

CHALLENGES
“Our MCX stores are consistently challenged to grow sales while main-

taining a healthy payroll, which is the largest controllable expense for any 
retailer,” noted Peck. “As leaders, it is our responsibility to monitor payroll 
and schedule to customer demand so we are maximizing every penny spent 
on operational and controllable expenses, while continuing to deliver an 
excellent customer experience in our stores.”

Peck noted, “There are currently inconsistencies across commands as to 
how we, as an organization, identify store job titles, job duties, and position 
descriptions,” Peck noted. “This causes the inability to accurately identify 
opportunities to gain efficiencies, and does not provide a consistent workforce 
for career path and training opportunities.” 

The executive told E and C News that it was also determined that MCX 
did not have a support structure in place to give it the ability to bridge the gap 
between headquarters and the field, “in order to communicate and identify 
opportunities using organizational analytics and best practices.”

STANDARDIZED STAFFING
In September 2014, Peck said, the Marine Corps Community Services 

(MCCS) Board of Directors approved an enterprise-wide staffing model. 
She explained that this model has numerous features, including store report-
ing remaining decentralized; efficiencies to be achieved with standard staff 
structure; scheduling discipline to sales demand; and a district retail opera-
tions support structure.  

Peck said that the Board of Directors approved a transformation effort 
affecting MCX logistics “in order to streamline the process to receive merchan-
dise and reduce workload for more efficient and timely flow of merchandise 
into the store. This initiative will provide additional payroll efficiencies in 
conjunction with the transformation of the stores’ operations.” 

New positions and personnel have been added to the MCX organizational 
structure to implement this transformation effort: Tess Paquette as district 
leader, and the first two of five district liaisons, January Lovitt and Dan Kieffer.

“The timeline for implementation includes onboarding a headquarters 
district staff of one district leader who will manage a staff of five district liai-
sons,” Peck explained. “The headquarters district staff is the communication 
conduit between headquarters and the field,” she said, and its members spend 
“at least 80 percent of their time in the stores. They help to drive execution of 
corporate initiatives; identify business opportunities through cross-analytics; 
provide feedback on issues and concerns; pinpoint the pain areas affecting 
the stores; and approach the problem with a holistic solution.”

Peck added that ridding the stores of “non-value-added activities” via 
the elimination, consolidation or the automation of processes “will be key 
in order to meet the organizational objectives and timeline.”

THE GOAL
The implementation phase is slated to conclude in October 2015, when 

Peck said the stores will be aligned to the new staff structure “and making 
progress toward our organizational payroll-to-sales goal.”

Along those lines, Peck said, MCX’s goal continues to be to operate as 
a “best-in-class retailer with a consistent organization structure, position 
titles, descriptions, and duties, along with a career path and training plan, in 
order to attract and maintain a talented workforce which provides world-class 
customer service to our Marines and families.”

Peck

MCX Transforms Store Staffing, HQ-Field Communications, Logistics
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By LARRY LAPKA, Associate Editor

The Army & Air Force Exchange Service (AAFES), the Navy Exchange 
Service Command (NEXCOM), the Marine Corps Exchange (MCX), 

and the Coast Guard Exchange (CGX), recently announced their respective 
fiscal 2014 contributions to Morale, Welfare and Recreation (MWR) programs.

In spite of the fact that the exchange services’ cumulative direct sales of 
$11.05 billion were down 4.5-percent in fiscal 2014, their combined dividend 
contribution of $311.7 million represented a 2.1-percent increase from the 
prior year.

AAFES • DALLAS
The Army & Air Force Exchange Service (AAFES) reported that its 

dividend for fiscal 2014 was $224 million, a 7.5-percent increase from fis-
cal 2013’s $208.3 million tally. AAFES direct sales were $7.3 billion, a 
5.8-percent decrease from the previous year’s $7.8 billion tally. During the 
past five years, AAFES has contributed more than $1 billion in dividends to 
numerous military programs, including youth services, family counseling, 
gyms and aquatic centers.

“The Army & Air Force Exchange Service is, in essence, a co-op that 
puts earnings back into the military community,” said Tom Shull, Exchange 
director and chief executive officer (CEO). “This allows us to generate hun-
dreds of millions of dollars annually for critical quality-of-life programs. In 
2014, the Exchange provided $224 million to morale, welfare and recreation 
(MWR) programs that directly benefit servicemembers and their families. 
Additionally, these self-generated funds decrease taxpayer obligations to pay 
for many on-installation programs.”

Exchange support to the military goes well beyond Soldiers and Airmen. 
Since AAFES operates on installations that include both Navy and Marine 
Corps contingents, funds are also returned to Sailors and Marines. (For 
distribution breakdown, see www.eandcnews.com.)

NEXCOM • VIRGINIA BEACH
The Navy Exchange Service Command’s (NEXCOM) fiscal year 2014 

audited financial report showed a $46.6 million contribution to Navy Morale, 

Welfare and Recreation (MWR), reflecting a 10.2-percent drop from fiscal 
2013’s $51.9 million tally. The exchange service recorded $2.663 billion in 
direct sales during fiscal 2014, a 0.1-percent increase from the prior year’s 
$2.660 billion in activity. Since 2010, the exchange service has contributed 
more than $235 million in dividends.

“NEXCOM’s mission is to provide our customers with quality goods and 
services at a savings and to support Navy quality-of-life programs,” said CEO 
Rear Adm. Robert J. Bianchi, SC, USN (Ret.). “Each year, we contribute 
70 percent of our profits to MWR to accomplish that mission. For 2014, we 
gave Navy MWR $46.6 million from our sales. Shopping at the NEX not 
only saves our customers money, it also contributes to their quality of life.”

Navy MWR uses the dividends from the NEX in a variety of ways. Instal-
lations receive part of the funds for specific installation-level MWR efforts. 
The remaining funds are used for MWR capital projects to improve facilities.  

“Our MWR effort relies on the dividend we get from NEXCOM to continue 
to offer a quality recreation experience for Sailors and their families,” noted 
Lorraine Seidel, recreation program manager, Commander, Navy Installa-
tions Command (CNIC). “These funds are very important in helping us to 
upgrade facilities and equipment, as well as support the diverse recreation 
needs of the military community that we serve.” 

MCX            • QUANTICO
The Marine Corps Exchange (MCX) reported that its fiscal 2014 dividend 

was $39.0 million, a 10.1-percent decrease from $43.4 million in fiscal 2014. 
The contribution was based on MCX fiscal 2014 sales of $898.8 million, 
a 7.1–percent decrease from the $967.5 million that the exchange service 
tallied in fiscal 2013. From 2010 to 2014, the MCX has contributed nearly 
$228 million in dividends.

“The MCX has the dual mission of providing authorized patrons with 
merchandise and services and of generating NAF earnings to help fund 
MWR programs,” said Jennifer Ide, deputy director, Business Operations, 
chief operating officer (COO), Marine Corps NAF Business and Support 
Services Division.  “In these times of tight APF budgets, the MCX dividend 
is a crucial funding source for MWR programs. In fiscal 2014, the MCX 
dividend to MWR programs was $39 million, and these funds will help 
support programs and services that are vital to Marines and their families’ 
quality of life.”

CGX         • CHESAPEAKE
The Coast Guard Exchange (CGX) reported that its dividend for fiscal 

2014 was $2.1 million, a more than 30-percent increase versus the $1.6 
million in dividends it reported for the prior year. CGX sales were $158.0 
million during fiscal 2014, 0.2-percent below the prior year total of $158.3 
million. The CGX has contributed $14.2 million in dividends since 2010.

“The Coast Guard Nonpay Compensation Program Board of Directors 
recently approved a per capita distribution of $40 per active duty billet on the 
Personnel Allowance List,” said Coast Guard Community Services Command 
(CGCSC) Commanding Officer Capt. Robert L. Whitehouse, USCG. “This 
$40 dividend was approved based on the profitability of CGX in 2014 and 
the projected profitability and cash availability for 2015.”

(See “CGX Dividends Increase,” E and C News, June 2015.)

Exchanges’ Dividend Contributions Top $311 Million in 2014

AAFES Fiscal 2014 Dividend Service Distribution
 FY14 FY 13
Service  $ Distribution $ Distribution % Change
Army  $125.3 million  $116.5 million +7.6%
Air Force  $74.1 million $69.4 million +6.8%
Marine Corps  $19.5 million $19.2 million +1.5%
Navy  $5.1 million $3.2 million +59.4%*

Total  $224.0 million $208.3 million +7.5%

* According to an AAFES spokesman, the increase in the dividend contribution to the Navy is a result of increased earnings 
at joint Air Force and Navy bases in which the Navy is the lead service, particularly JB Pearl Harbor-Hickam, Hawaii; JB 
Anacostia-Bolling, Washington, D.C.; and JR Marianas, Guam.

Source: AAFES

Exchange MWR Dividend, Fiscal 2010-Fiscal 2014

     FISCAL
Fiscal Year AAFES NEXCOM MCX CGX YEAR TOTAL
2014 $224.0 million $46.6 million $39.0 million $2.1 million $311.7 million
2013 $208.3 million $51.9 million $43.4 million $1.6 million $305.2 million
2012 $224.0 million $45.9 million $48.1 million $3.0 million $321.0 million
2011 $203.3 million $42.8 million $47.5 million $3.6 million $297.2 million
2010 $261.1 million $48.4 million $49.9 million $3.9 million $363.3 million

FIVE-YEAR TOTAL $1.12 billion $235.6 million $227.9 million $14.2 million $1.65 billion 

Note: Dollar amounts are rounded off. Source: AAFES, NEXCOM, MCX, CGX
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